ABSTRACT. A theory of formal schemes and groups over abitrary rings is presented.
Introduction.
In this paper we provide the details of the results announced in [8] . The theory of formal groups over fields was classically described for group laws arising from power series algebras [6] . Later, complete local noetherian algebras over fields were treated (cf. [7] , which has a comprehensive historical survey). By assuming strong topological properties-namely pseudocompactnessof the base ring, substantial generalization of the field based theory was obtained [4] , but complete generality on the base ring still required only power series algebras to be treated [2] . None of these approaches permits consideration, for example, of the functor G on commutative rings given by G(R) = \(a, b) in Rx R\a is nilpotent, b = Oj. This functor is formally represented by the truncated power series ring Z [[x, y] ]/(y ). Even though Z has no pseudocompact topology, this ring has an extremely pleasant topology, namely the inverse limit topology arising from the system ÍZ [[x, y] ]/(xn, y2)i.
We assume always our base ring is discrete and treat such functors with two principal tools: a topology on the affine algebra 0(G) of a functor G allows us to form its continuous linear dual, the coalgebra B(G) of distributions on G; a topology on C , the full linear dual of an arbitrary coalgebra C, allows recovery of the functor when given the distributions.
Our theory coincides with [4] if k is a field and so in particular coincides
with the theory of cocommutative coalgebras and Hopf algebras in case k is a field.
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Our categories of formal schemes (Func ,) and flat formal schemes (Func .) and various related categories of algebras and coalgebras fit the following: By the Yoneda lemma, it follows that if G is repr<_sentable by an algebra A then 0(G) = A, as ¿-algebras. The situation is similar for topological algebras in a sense we make precise next.
Let U be a topological algebra. We write U : ¿-Alg -> Sets for the functor U (X) = /5-Alg (u, K) with K regarded as discrete. Thus if ¿-Alg is considered as a full subcategory of ¿-Alg then these 3 are just the restrictions of representable functors on &-Alg . An example of such a functor which is not representable on zé-Alg is the functor which assigns to each algebra K the set of nilpotent elements of K. This is ¿tt/]]', "topologically represented" by the formal power series ring.
1.1 Proposition [8, §l] . Func(G, (f) S= k-Algc(&,Q(G)), that is ( )' and 0 are adjoint on the right.
(2) To avoid set theoretic difficulties one should cast this definition in the language of "universes" as in [3, 'Conventions générales'] . At the expense of conventional terminology, this language can be employed throughout our work withour significant change in the statements or proofs of the results.
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Proof. Let <f> be in Func (G, S ). For each a in â define Aft(a) in 0(G) by
for any algebra X and any x in G(X). One easily verifies that Aft(a) is natural.
To show that Aft: S -»0(G) is continuous it suffices to show (Aft)~ K.et (yx A) is open for each pair (x, X). But (Aft)-lKet(xXiK) = {a in d\(Aft)(a)(K)(x) -0} = ja in Q\ft(K)(x)(a) = 0, = K.ei(ft(K)(x)). Since ft(K)(x) is a continuous algebra map from U to the discrete algebra X, its kernel is open. Now suppose /: U -» 0(G) is a continuous algebra map. Define Yf: G -» U by r/(X)(x)(a) = /(a)(X)(x).
Again it is straightforward io show Yf is natural. To show T/(X)(x): (2 -» X is continuous we need only show its kernel is open (X is discrete). This kernel is {a in <2| f(a)(K)(x) = 01 = la in Ö|xx>k(/(ä)) = °* -/" 1(Ker Xx,k) which is °Pen since / is continuous. That A and Y ate inverse to one another is immediate from their definitions.
The reader may easily verify that all maps which want to be algebra maps are indeed so, and that the arguments above are natural in u and G, completing the proof. Now the adjunction map u -» 0(S ) is the map 0: a h» r/> where <f>a is evaluation at a, i.e., r/> (K)(x) = x(zz) for x in ö (K). 0 is plainly an algebra map, and by standard appeals to the universal mapping property of proj lim one shows that \f/<f> is the identity on OE.
We next show that i/r is injective. Suppose / and g are distinct in 0(Cf ).
Choose a pair (x, K) which distinguishes them, i.e. /(X)(x) 4 g(K)(x), x in â (K) = ¿-Alg id, k). Now let ipD, D) be a generic point for (x, K). Thus there is
.an algebra map h: D -> K with x = hpD. Then fiK)ihpD) 4 giK)ihpD), i.e., fiK)â'ih)ip ) 4 giK)Q ih)ipD). By the naturality of / and g this is the same as
. By the definitions of y D and i/f, this says
Thus ^(/) ^ ^(g).
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Finally, we show ft is an open map. Since Û has generic points by hypothesis, for any X and x in (I (X) there is a diagram in which the lower triangle also commutes.
This shows that for any 2.7 Remark. 2.5 and 2.6 say S°* S fi and C*° tt C Note that if C = inj lim C. is in ¿-Coalg . the proof of 2.6 shows that C has generic points, for if x: C -* A is continuous (A discrete) then Ker xD Ker(C -» C.) for some C, since these kernels arfe basic neighborhoods of 0 in the limit topology. Hence x factors through this C..
Definition.
For a flat formal scheme G, the coalgebra of distributions oí G is B(G)=0(G)°.
From 1.7, 2.5 and 2.6 it follows that B = ß( ) provides an equivalence between Func , and ¿-Coalg ,.
A formal group G is a group object in the category Func , of formal schemes.
We say a formal group G is flat if it is flat as a formal scheme, i.e., if 0(G) is a flat ¿/-algebra. A formal group is a group in Func, i.e., a group valued functor.
A flat formal scheme is a (flat) formal group if and only if it is a group in Func ,, the category of flat formal schemes. This again is equivalent to being a group valued functor.
If G is a flat formal group, the group law induces a natural topological coalgebra structure A in ¿-Algc(0(G), 0(G) ® 0(G)) and c in ¿-Algc(0(G), k) and in turn a (not necessarily commutative) algebra structure, and hence a Hopf algebra structure, on B(G). B(G) is a discrete set carrying no particular topology and is a Hopf algebra in the usual sense. We say ß(G) is the bialgebra of G and 0(G) the affine algebra of G.
We may summarize the results of this section as:
2.10 Theorem. B defines an equivalence of the category of flat formal groups over k with the category of cocommutative k-Hopf algebras whose coalgebra lies in ¿-Coalg ..
Note that over a field every coalgebra is in ¿-Coalg ,, so in this case the theory of cocommutative Hopf algebras is equivalent to our theory of formal groups Func (¿-Alg, Sets) 3GhC e Func(X-Alg, Sets).
One checks easily, using Lemma 1.5, that if G is a formal scheme over k then GK is a formal scheme over X with 0(G") = 0(G) ® X. Proof. Straightforward.
Note that restriction from X to k of scalars need not preserve flatness, so
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is not an adjoint to ( )". Nevertheless, we have 3.4 Remark. ( )" preserves products.
Here we have made use of a number of previously unstated but trivial properties of ®, e.g., fi ®K K S* fi.
3.5 Corollary.
( )" preserves formal iresp. flat formal) groups.
3.6 Definition. Let G be a commutative flat formal group. The dual group G of G is the affine group scheme represented by BÍG). Let Y be an affine commutative group scheme whose affine algebra H is in ¿-Coalg -Thus fi = H is a flat ¿/-algebra and we define Y = fi . GiK).
Here Hom" c denotes the homomorphisms in the category of group valued functors on K-Alg. Loosely stated, the second assertion says double dualization is the identity.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the usual one, e.g., for finite group schemes ([9, p. 132 given by (ft(a* ® p), a ® X) = (a*, a)ppX is an isomorphism of k 'p-coalgebras.
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 3.3.
We may now define a functor ( rp' on ¿-Coalg by Cp' = (C® kvp)'. Note that our description of Ö is independent of any discussion of symmetric tensors (cf. [5] and t3, IV. 3.4.3] ). It follows from Proposition 4.5 that our ¡J coincides with the map 0 in the Hopf algebra literature when ¿ is a field [5] .
4.6 Theorem [8, §4 ] . j and Ö are natural transformations of cogroups and groups resp. when restricted to the cogroups and groups resp. in ¿-Alg . and ¿-Coalg , resp.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.1 and the fact that ( )" is an anti-equivalence that ( ) p' preserves coproducts, for {Q(P) g, ¡g(P))- The result says (3(C) is a Hopf algebra map. This recovers [5, 4.1.6] .
